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CAIRO: In gridlocked and heavily pollut-
ed Cairo, start-ups are searching for tech-
nological solutions to solve the transport
headaches for an expanding megacity
already struggling with over 20 million
people. With only three metro lines and
overcrowded, run-down buses servicing
the capital, public transport is stretched to
its limits. “The problem of traffic in Greater
Cairo has resulted in very low average
speeds, not exceeding 10 kilometers (six
miles) per hour,” said traffic expert Osama
Okail, from Cairo University, who says the
solution to the capital’s woes must lie in
fixing public transport. 

Cairo, the most populous Arab city
where a fifth of all Egyptians live, is ranked
30th worst in the world for congestion,
according to TomTom, the Dutch vehicle
navigations systems maker.

Runaway growth has pushed the
ancient city to breaking point. Egypt’s
government has embarked on an ambitious
urban transformation, but that is mainly
focused on the construction of a new
administrative city some 50 kilometers (30
miles) east of Cairo. In Cairo itself, several
giant road flyovers have been built to
avoid jams in densely populated suburbs,
criticized by some for the architectural
damage done in historic areas. For middle-
class consumers, ride-hailing and delivery
giant Uber and its Middle East subsidiary
Careem have moved to plug the gap of
poor public transport. But tech-savvy
Egyptians are also looking for their own
homegrown solutions.

Five days in traffic 
They include the start-up Transport for

Cairo (TfC), which launched a detailed
mapping of the city’s routes including
informal transport networks to provide
“actionable and high quality data.”

The data is used “to improve urban
mobility”, to help commuters best navigate
the city and cut down journey times. “By
mapping large cities and using the data for
future planning, we are hoping to change
them for the better,” said TfC co-founder
Mohamed Hegazy.

“We are working with the authorities to
change the way the system works.”

For now, an informal system of
minibuses, motorized rickshaws, taxis, and
millions of personal cars clog the city’s
urban arteries bumper to bumper.
TomTom calculates that a Cairo driver
wastes over five days a year sitting still in
traffic. That has a dramatic impact on
work productivity, adding up to as much
as $8 billion lost each year, according to a
2014 World Bank study.

It estimates Cairo’s traffic congestion
could cost Egypt as much as four percent
of its entire GDP.

Heavy cost of pollution 
Making travel simpler is one way to get

commuters out of private cars and onto
public transport, reducing congestion on
the roads. Another start-up, Ocra Wallet, is
trying to digitise the estimated $30 million
circulating as cash daily in commuter fares
through its phone app, creating contact-
less payment to pay for tickets. “We are
working to make payments for transport

easier,” Ocra founder Khalid Khaleel said.
Ocra, which means fare in Arabic, is

subsidizing ticket prices by selling adver-
tising to private bus companies. “The
money that comes from that we use to
help users as well as drivers,” Khaleel said,
adding he believes that by stopping the
handling of cash, the app can help cut
coronavirus transmission too. Meanwhile,
ridesharing service Tink hopes to break
into the carpooling sector, with an app
that creates social networks of common
friends going to the same destination.

“We have turned carpooling more into
social gatherings,” said one of Tink’s
founders, Adel al-Mahrouky. Traffic snarl-
ups mean higher levels of harmful emis-
sions, with air pollution costing some one
percent of GDP, the World Bank estimated.

For Egyptian tech experts, the hope is
online solutions can help make much big-
ger changes. Map-maker Hegazy believes
his data can set Cairo on the path towards
“the ultimate goal”-of decarbonizing the
transport network. “Everything must be
electric,” he said. — AFP

CAIRO: This picture shows a view of vehicles stuck in a traffic jam in the central Attaba district
of Egypt’s capital Cairo. In gridlocked and heavily polluted Cairo, startups are searching for
technological solutions to solve the transport headaches for an expanding megacity already
struggling with over 20 million people. —AFP

Snarl-ups to start-ups: Cairo’s 
jams inspire tech solutions

Cairo ranked 30th worst city in the world for congestion

TOKYO: Toyota Motor Corporation (Toyota) and
Woven Planet Holdings, Inc (Woven Planet), the
Toyota Group company responsible for a wide
range of mobility development projects anchored
in software, held a ground-breaking ceremony
(Jichinsai) recently for the construction of Woven
City at the old vehicle yard adjacent to the former
Higashi-Fuji Plant site of Toyota Motor East
Japan, Inc (TMEJ).

Along with the Governor of Shizuoka
Prefecture Heita Kawakatsu, Mayor of Susono
City Kenji Takamura and other guests represent-

ing the local community, the ceremony was
attended by Toyota President Akio Toyoda,
Woven Planet CEO James Kuffner, TMEJ
President Kazuhiro Miyauchi and others involved
in the project. Together, the leaders expressed
their hopes for a safe and successful start to con-
struction.

“The Woven City project has officially started,”
said President Toyoda. “Taking action as one has
decided is never an easy task. I must express my
deepest gratitude to all who have provided their
whole-hearted support and cooperation to the
project through today. The unwavering themes of
the Woven City are ‘human-centered,’ ‘a living
laboratory’ and ‘ever-evolving.’ Together with the
support of our project partners, we will take on
the challenge of creating a future where people of
diverse backgrounds are able to live happily.”

TMEJ President Miyauchi added, “I am deeply
grateful for having had our Higashi-Fuji Plant

operate here for 53 years with the support of the
local community. The knowledge and expertise we
acquired from all of the people who worked at the
plant must be carried on into the next chapter.
With the conviction that Woven City will stand
not on mere empty land but where the history of
the Higashi-Fuji Plant lies, I will offer the greatest
possible collaboration in the future.”

Toyota announced the construction of the
Woven City in January at CES 2020 in Las Vegas,
United States, to prepare for an era in which all
ecosystems that support everyday life are con-
nected with data. Woven City aims to continuous-
ly create advancements that will help better socie-
ty by accelerating the cycle of technology and the
development of services.

The project aims to demonstrate a human-cen-
tered approach to community development. As
part of Toyota’s shift from an automobile manufac-
turer to a mobility company, Woven City will bring

new technology to life in a real-world environ-
ment across a wide range of areas including auto-
mated driving, personal mobility, robotics, and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). It is expected to pro-
vide a number of exciting opportunities for busi-
nesses and researchers around the world.

Woven City will have three types of streets,
which will be interwoven with one another on the
ground level; one dedicated to automated driving,
one to pedestrians, and one to pedestrians with
personal mobility vehicles. There will also be one
underground road used to transport goods. The
community will start with roughly 360 residents,
mainly senior citizens, families with young chil-
dren, and inventors, and will eventually have a
population of more than 2,000 individuals includ-
ing Toyota employees. The infrastructure of
Woven City aims to create an environment where
inventions with the potential to solve social issues
are created on a timely basis. 

Toyota breaks
ground for 
‘Woven City’

Woven City groundbreaking ceremonyToyota Woven City

BERLIN: Germany yesterday took
a step towards forcing companies
to take responsibility for any labor
or environmental abuses in their
global supply chain, with a new law
that allows for fines worth millions
of euros. The law was spurred on by
a deadly fire in a textile factory in
Pakistan and a devastating dam col-
lapse at a Brazilian iron ore mine
that killed more than 250 people-
both of which had links to German
companies.

In a bid to prevent repeats of
such workplace disasters, Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s cabinet agreed on
the new rule which provides for
companies with annual revenues of
400 million euros ($484 million) or
more to be fined up to two percent
of that amount if their contractors
abroad are found to breach human
rights or environmental rules.
Companies could also be excluded
from public procurement processes
in case of violations, the government
agreed, at a time when allegations
are also ratcheting up over Uighur
forced labor in China.

“This law protects workers from
exploitation across sprawling supply
chains and protects human rights
across the world,” Finance Minister
Olaf Scholz said yesterday. “In
future, it will be clear that ‘Made in
Germany’ also means respect for
human rights,” he added. 

Compromise 
The so-called Lieferkettengesetz-

meaning “supply chain law”-obliges
companies to track workers’ rights
and environmental standards, not

just in their own structures but also
at their sub-contractors or suppliers
at home and abroad.  Companies will
have to verify possible standards
violations in their supply chain and
take corrective measures. 

“If you make profits globally, you
should also take responsibility for
global human rights,” said Labor
Minister Hubertus Heil yesterday.
Though businesses will not be made
systematically liable for any shortcom-
ings, NGOs and trade unions will be
able to bring lawsuits against German
companies on behalf of foreign work-
ers. This would give workers “in
Bangladesh or the Congo a fair chance
to defend their rights”, said Heil.

Germany’s economy ministry will
also establish a structure to carry
out checks and impose fines if nec-
essary. The catalogue of fines agreed
by cabinet yesterday includes penal-
ties ranging from tens of thousands
to millions of euros. A hard-fought
compromise between conservatives
and social democrats of Germany’s
ruling coalition, the law still must be
approved by parliament later this
year. It will at first apply only to
Germany’s largest companies with
over 3,000 employees, before being
expanded to include those with
1,000 employees from 2024.

The development and labor min-
istries initially wanted the law to also
target smaller companies, but
backed down in the face of strong
opposition from the economy min-
istry and industry voices. A similar
French law adopted in 2017 covers
only companies with more than
5,000 employees. — AFP

Germany to fine firms for 
rights violations abroad


